PON VIDYASHRAM GROUP OF CBSE SCHOOLS
ANNUAL EXAMINATION (2017-18)
ENGLISH LANGUAGE WORKSHEET
CLASS: II STD
I. Choose and fill in the blank with may/ can / let / shall
1. It ______________ rain tomorrow. ( may / Shall )
2. ______________ I carry the bag for you. ( let / Shall )
3. _____________ you dance . ( let / can )
4. I ______________ finish my worksheet tomorrow. ( can / let )
5. ____________ him speak first . ( Let / Shall )
II.

Tick the sentences which has the correct conjunction and a wrong which has the wrong one.
1. My mother likes to sing but dance
2. Ahmed has a new pen and a pencil
3. Today is a holiday but tomorrow we have school
4. Grace ate rice but egg curry
5. I bought a new dress but I don't like it

III.

Complete the sentences by choosing the other half from the help box

he did not come, fruits from the shop, a cat in their house
there are no dark clouds, a drawing book for my birthday

1. We bought vegetables and ___________________________________________
2. I invited Rajiv for my birthday but _____________________________________
3. They have a dog and __________________________________________________
4. It is raining but _______________________________________________________
5. Chintu gave me a paint box and _______________________________________
IV.

Combine the sentences using "and" or "but"

1. John wanted to buy new shoes. John wanted to buy new socks.
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2. Peter walks to school. Mary comes by bus.

3. Ashok is tall. His sister is short.

4. He ate his dinner. He went to bed.

5. My mother has roses in her garden. My mother has lilies in her garden.

V.

Picture composition
1. Observe the picture and using the hints develop into a paragraph.
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